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YASAL UYARI: Bu kaynağın içeriği noter onaylı olup yazılı izin olmadan kısmen ya 

da tamamen kopyalayanlar hakkında yasal işlem başlatılacaktır.   
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TEST 1 

WHAT DO WE DO IN OUR SPARE TIME? 

 We British as a nation (1) ……. all kinds of things in our spare time: we play darts or 

football, we collect records or stamps. These are only (2) ……. of the activities that we find 

worth (3) …….. The average working person has 40 hours of free time a week, sleeps for 49 

hours, and spends 45 hours at work or (4) ……. to and from work. The remaining hours      

(5) ……. on essential activities such as childcare and housework. Of course, (6) ……. our 

free time activities, like visiting relatives or taking driving lessons, (7) ……. be fun. Yet, 

whatever we do, the way (8) ……. our free time definitely provides other people with work. In 

other words, leisure is our (9) ……. industry today. 

 

According to the latest figures, during the past year, the most popular activity of all 

(10) ……. walking: 35 million British people regularly walked 2 miles or more. More 

energetically, 10 million people went to fitness classes or took up aerobics or yoga. Not only 

did nine million people go (11) ……. but they also played golf and football. (12) ……. other 

people playing sports is also a popular leisure activity. The favorite sports among TV viewers 

are football, horse racing and tennis. However, although millions watch the matches on TV, 

(13) ……. regularly go to watch these matches. 

 

1.  A) does      B) do        C) doing  D) are doing  

2.  A) a lot   B) a few   C) hardly any  D) any  

3.  A) doing      B) do       C) to do    D) for doing  

4.  A) to be traveling    C) with travel 

B) by traveling     D) traveling 

5.  A) we spent  B) spent       C) are spent          D) are spending 

6.  A) very few  B) some of     C) not many     D) none of 

7.  A) could       B) must  C) shouldn’t    D) may not  

8.  A) spending  B) to spend      C) we spend     D) spends 

9.  A) fastest growing   C) growing fast     

B) growing fastest   D) the faster growing  

10. A) were        B) was        C) would be   D) to be 

11. A) to cycle  B) for cycling       C) cycling       D) and cycle 

12.  A) The fact that watching   C) By watching 

B) Watching     D) Whether watching 

13.  A) nearly all       B) not many       C) nobody       D) most 
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TEST 2 
SOLAR GLASS 

A solar power company announced that they developed a new 

(1) ……. of cheap colorful solar glass. “From now on, we (2) ……. put 

solar panels on top of buildings because we can use solar glass in the 

windows of buildings,” said Kevin Arthur, (3) ……. the company’s 

founder and CEO. “Almost all of the buildings have windows, so you 

are not adding any extra cost because solar glass will be (4) ……. 

normal glass. They have (5) ……. same cost.” 

 

When they first (6) ……. the new solar glass, it did not work very well. While they     

(7) ……. at it after the test, they thought that it could be because of the color of the glass. 

The problem disappeared when they (8) ……. the color. “We (9) ……. print different colors 

on the glass; but each color has a different efficiency: for example, black works more actively 

than green,” said Arthur. The group worked very hard (10) ……. the most effective product. 

 

Next month, the company (11) ……. producing the new solar glass in large amounts. 

Arthur thinks the product (12) ……. very successful in the market. The company (13) ------- 
any solar systems before, so this will be very new for them. We will see the new system in 

buildings (14) ……. two years. Solar power worldwide reached 100GW capacity last year for 

the first time. People are paying more attention to the environment day by day. We (15) ……. 

waste energy if we want to have a future for our planet. 

 
1.  A) arise  B) type   C) typical  D) reason 

2. A) can’t  B) didn’t  C) couldn’t  D) don’t have to 

3.  A) whose  B) ----   C) in which  D) where 

4. A) cheaper B) the cheapest  C) as cheap as D) cheaply 

5. A) a  B) of    C) ----   D) the 

6. A) tested  B) were testing C) have tested  D) could test 

7. A) have to look B) were looking C) have looked D) could look 

8. A) changed B) kept   C) reused  D) retained 

9. A) must  B) don’t have to C) can   D) can’t 

10.  A) find  B) to finding  C) to find  D) for finding 

11.  A) has started    C) have to start 

B) is going to start   D) will have been started 

12. A) will be  B) has been  C) was  D) have to be 

13. A) never produces   C) will never produce 

B) is never producing    D) has never produced 

14. A) at  B) in    C) on   D) over 

15. A) should  B) have to  C) shouldn’t  D) don’t have to 
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ANSWER KEY 

TEST 1: 1B 2B 3A 4D 5C 6B 7D 8C 9A 10B 11C 12B 13B 

TEST 2: 1B 2D 3B 4C 5D 6A 7B 8A 9C 10C 11B 12A 13D 14B 15C 

 


